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ABSTRACT 

Recursive Interpolated Differential Pulse Code Modulation (RIDPCM) is a fast and 

efficient method of digital image data compression. It is a simple algorithm which produces a 

high quality reconstructed image at a low bit rate. However, RIDPCM compresses the entire 

image the same regardless of image detail. 

This thesis introduces a variation on RIDPCM which adapts the bit rate according to 

the detail of the image. Adaptive RIDPCM (ARIDPCM) is accomplished by dividing the 

original image into smaller subimages and extracting features from them. These subimage 

features are passed through a trained neural network classifier. The output of the network is 

a class label which denotes the estimated subimage activity level or subimage type. Each 

class is assigned a specific bit rate and the subimage information is quantized accordingly. 

ARIDPCM produces a reconstructed image of higher quality than RIDPCM with the benefit of 

a further reduced bit rate. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

With the advent of sophisticated communication hardware and imaging systems, it is 

becoming increasingly more important to develop means of transmitting and storing the 

resulting massive amounts of data. This is the primary impetus of the image data 

compression field. 

There are two general categories of data compression, information preserving and 

non-information preserving [1]. Information preserving coding techniques retain all of the 

information of the original digital image. This allows the compressed image to be 

reconstructed into the exact original digital image. These coding techniques are used when 

the exact details of the image are required for further processing, such as fingerprint analysis. 

When some loss of image integrity is acceptable, the non-information preserving (lossy) 

techniques are much more efficient on storage space and transmission time. Video 

teleconferencing and some applications of remote sensing are good candidates for these 

techniques. The subject of this paper, Adaptive Recursive Interpolated Differential Pulse 

Code Modulation (ARIDPCM), is an example of a non-information preserving image coding 

technique. 

Data compression techniques can also be classified according to the domain in 

which the compression takes place. ARIDPCM is a spatial domain image compression 

technique. The algorithm codes the image based upon pixel intensities and differences in 

pixel intensities, all of which exist in the image space. Transform domain techniques 
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compress an image based upon properties that exist in a transform space. This transform 

space is typically the frequency domain that results from applying a Fast Fourier Transform or 

a Discrete Cosine Transform to the image. Other classes have been defined, such as image 

model coding [1], but these techniques are far more complex and harder to implement. 

1.1 Definition of a Digital Image 

In general, a digital image, l(m,n), is derived from a continuous valued, two 

dimensional signal, lc(x,y), as follows: 

(EQ1.1) l(m,n) = Q[ lc(x,y) | x=rmx y=nAy ] for 0< m < M-1 and 

0<, n <.N-1, 

where M and N are the digital image dimensions in pixels, (AX, Ay) are the distances between 

samples, and Q is a quantization function. The amplitude of the image samples is typically 

quantized with 8 bits per pixel (bpp), or 256 levels. A digital image is simply a M by N matrix 

of grey level values that represent the sampled and quantized amplitudes of the original 

continuous image at the sample coordinates (mAX,riAy). The ordered pair (m,n) points to a 

specific pixel grey level value in the digital image, l(m,n). In order to simplify notation, the 

remainder of the paper will assume square images of size N by N. 

A monochrome digital image quantized with 8 bpp with 512 horizontal pixels and 512 

vertical pixels (512 x 512 pixels) contains approximately 2.1 million bits of information. The 

goal of digital image data compression is to reduce the number of bits needed to represent 

the digital image. 
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1.2 Concepts of Digital Image Data Compression 

The basic concept behind digital image data compression is to achieve the minimum 

possible distortion for a given bit rate, or, equivalent̂ , to achieve an acceptable level of 

distortion with the least possible bit rate [2]. Another problem is defining what is an 

acceptable level of distortion. At this point, it would be helpful to introduce some terms. 

Data compression is performed in order to reduce the amount of information 

necessary to represent an image. This is accomplished by reducing the average bit rate from 

8 bpp for the original digital image to a level which yields acceptable image fidelity. Average 

bit rate, or average bits per pixel (abpp), is defined as 

Experience has shown that objective measures of image fidelity can be misleading. 

In terms of the human observer, subjective measures of image quality are often used [3]. 

However, objective measures are acceptable if the image is to be used for numerical 

processing. The objective measures are defined as follows [4]: 

Normalized Mean Square Error-

(EQ1.2) abpp = — »• "• . 
total number of pixels in image 
total number of bits in image 

Il|l(m,n)-Ir(m,n)|2 

(EQ 1.3) nmse = 
SS|l(m,n)|2 

m n 
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where l(m,n) is the original digital image pixel intensity and lr(m,n) is the reconstructed image 

pixel intensity, and 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio-

(EQ 1.4) SNR = -10 log-) o(nmse). 

The performance of every data compression scheme is measured by its compression 

ratio, R. This measure is defined as: 

(EQ 15) R - total number of bits in original image 
total number of bits in compressed image 

1.3 Predecessors of RIDPCM and ARIDPCM 

Recursive Interpolated Differential Pulse Code Modulation (RIDPCM) and Adaptive 

RIDPCM, as their names suggest, are variations upon Pulse Code Modulation (PCM). PCM is 

also known simply as quantization. PCM can be applied to the continuous amplitude values 

of lc(x,y) as discussed in (1.1), to higher resolution digital image grey level values of l(m,n), or 

to transform domain coefficients. Many quantization techniques exist to accomplish PCM, 

such as uniform quantization and optimal quantization. In general, images are very highly 

correlated, or redundant, from pixel-to-pixel and from local neighborhood-to-local 

neighborhood. For example, uniform regions of an image have exact or similar pixel 

intensities. These regions have very little information content and can be compressed 
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greatly. However, PCM does not take advantage of the pixel redundancy and will code 

correlated and uncorrelated information the same. 

Differential PCM (DPCM) is a variation upon PCM that takes advantage of image 

redundancy. DPCM is a predictive coding scheme that codes a current pixel based upon the 

difference between the value of that pixel and a predicted value of that pixel. The predicted 

value of the current pixel is derived from the values of previously estimated and coded pixel 

values. This operation is performed as the image is being scanned; therefore, the system 

has to be initialized before the first scanned pixel can be predicted and coded. Also, this is 

causal technique being applied to a digital image whose values are typically available all at 

once. Therefore, a non-causal compression technique could more effectively make use of 

image redundancy. 

B.R. Hunt first proposed the non-causal analogy to DPCM for optical data 

compression in 1977 [5] and 1978 [6]. The method was called Interpolated DPCM. A block 

diagram of the IDPCM method is shown in Figure 1.1 and is described below. 

1. The original image is subsampled to a reduced image size. The subsamples 

are quantized at a reduced bit rate and transmitted. 

2. The quantized subsample image is interpolated back up to the size of the 

original image. This creates a low pass version of the original image. 

3. The difference is taken between the original image and the interpolated 

image. This creates a high pass version of the original image. The difference 

values are quantized in a few bits per pixel and transmitted. 

4. The receiver decodes and reconstructs the quantized subsample image and 

the quantized differences. 
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5. The quantized subsampie image is interpolated up to the size of the original 

image by the same interpolator as step 2 and the quantized difference values 

are added to it to form the reconstructed image. 

This technique was found to perform comparable to DPCM, but with the advantage of 

possibly being implemented with parallel processing. 

In IDPCM, the interpolation is performed all at once. This could result in a large 

interpolation error for highly detailed images. The difference values would have a large 

variance and require a higher than desired bit rate to compensate for it. This prompted 

further variations on PCM, namely RIDPCM and Adaptive RIDPCM. These methods will be 

discussed in the chapters that follow. 

1.4 Preview of Chapters 

Chapter 2, "Recursive IDPCM", discusses the theory and implementation of Recursive 

Interpolated Differential Pulse Code Modulation. Optimum quantization will be reviewed with 

respect to uniform and optimal methods. The particular optimal quantizer that will be 

reviewed is the Lloyd-Max Optimal Quantizer based upon the zero mean, unit variance, 

Laplacian probability density function. The advantages and disadvantages of RIDPCM will 

also be discussed. 

Chapter 3, "Adaptive RIDPCM", discusses the theory and implementation of Adaptive 

Recursive Interpolated Differential Pulse Code Modulation. Image space feature extraction, 

including fractal dimension, and the theory and design of a feedforward neural network with 

back propagation of error will be reviewed. Implementation and training of the network will 
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also be described. As with RIDPCM, the advantages and disadvantages of ARIDPCM will be 

discussed. 

Chapter 4, "Simulation Results and Performance Comparisons", describes the 

training process for the ARIDPCM neural network classifier and compares the performance of 

RIDPCM and ARIDPCM on several images. The neural network classifier was trained using 

only the Lenna image, but it was also applied to other images. 

Chapter 5, "Conclusions and Future Work", reviews the goals, theories, algorithms, 

and results presented in this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RECURSIVE IDPCM 

2.1 Theory of RIDPCM 

A logical variation on IDPCM is to make the interpolation step recursive, as proposed 

by Fu [7]. At each recursion step of RIDPCM, the size of the subsample image is doubled 

and the added values are obtained by interpolation. A set of difference values is generated 

from the difference of the interpolated image and the cospatial values of the original digital 

image. Each set of differences (SOD) are quantized in a decreasing numbers of bits with 

each recursion. The sets of differences are called the First SOD (FSD) for the first recursion, 

the Second SOD (SSD) for the second recursion, and so on. 

A block diagram of the RIDPCM system is shown in Figure 2.1. The method is 

described as follows: 

Transmitter 

1. The original image, l(m,n), of size N by N is subsampled by taking every 

pixel on a line for every Kth line, where K is the subsample spacing. The 

result is a subsample image (lss) of size (N/K) by (N/K). The subsample 

spacing sets the maximum number of recursions to log2(K). The subsample 

image will be severely aliased, but the aliasing will be encoded in the 

difference values of the recursion loop [6]. The subsample image is 

uniformly quantized in a reduced number of bits (BPPSS) and the code words 



(Css) are transmitted. Since the human vision system can distinguish only 

32 to 64 grey levels, the subsamples can be quantized in 6 bpp. 

The quantized subsample image (Qlss) is interpolated up in size by a factor 

of 2 in each spatial dimension. This is accomplished by inserting zeros 

between the subsample pixels and interpolating the missing values with the 3 

by 3 bilinear interpolator convolution mask shown in Figure 2.2a. The 

interpolated image (ljnt) will now have the size (2N/K) by (2N/K). 

The interpolated values of the interpolated image are now subtracted from 

the cospatial values of l(m,n) to give the set of difference values (dj), where i 

is the recursion number: 1 <_i <_log2(K). These SOD values are then 

quantized and the code words (C,j) are transmitted. The quantization 

method is the Lloyd-Max Optimal Quantizer using the tabulated Laplacian 

pdf. The Laplacian pdf has been shown by O'Neal to fit the distribution of 

image difference values [8]. The bit rate is set at BPP ĵ for each recursion. 

The quantized difference values (Qdj) are then added to the interpolated 

image. The resulting image is interpolated up in size by a factor of 2 in each 

spatial dimension by the method described in step 2. The resulting 

interpolated image is now of size (4N/K) by (4N/K). 

Steps 3 and 4 are repeated until the interpolated image size is equal to the 

original image size, or i = log2(K). 

Receiver 

The subsample code words are received and decoded to form Ql̂ . The 

quantized subsample image is then interpolated up in size by a factor of 2 in 

each spatial dimension by the method described above to form Iĵ . 
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2. The quantized difference code words are received and decoded to form Qdj. 

3. The quantized FSD values are summed with the interpolated values of the 

interpolated image. 

4. The sum is then interpolated up by a factor of 2 in each spatial dimension 

and the quantized SSD values are added to the interpolated values. 

5. Step 4 is repeated for the remaining SOD values until a N by N reconstructed 

image (lr) is formed. 

The addition of the recursive procedure allows RIDPCM to achieve higher image 

fidelity at a lower bit rate. The method updates the estimate of the original image at every 

recursion thereby decreasing the dynamic range and variance of the difference values. 

Figure 2.3 shows a two dimensional representation of RIDPCM. 

2.2 Optimum Quantization 

In order to reduce the average bit rate of the image, both the image subsamples and 

the sets of differences (SODs) need to quantized at a reduced bit rate and coded. 

Subsamples and SODs have greatly different properties and need to be quantized differently. 

In order to reduce receiver complexity, both of the following quantization schemes 

produce equal length, natural code words [3], This means that the quantization code 

assigned to a quantized value has a fixed length in bits and follows a natural ordering. For 

example, if a data array is being quantized in 3 bits (8 levels) and r; is the assigned 

reconstruction level (quantized value), the code words are assigned as shown in Table 2.1. 
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2.2.1 Optimum Uniform Quantizer 

The subsample pixels will generally be widely distributed in grey level values as 

shown in Figure 2.4, making the Uniform Optimal Quantizer an acceptable choice. This 

uniform quantizer is called optimal because it uses the minimum and maximum grey levels of 

the distribution to set the spacing (A) for decision levels(dj) and reconstruction levels(rj). 

These levels are computed as shown below. 

(EQ 2.1) A = (GLmax - GLpnjn)/!. where L is the number of 
quantization levels, L = 2bPP 

(EQ 2.2) dg = GLmjn 

(EQ 2.3) dj = dj_i + A for i = 1,2,3 L 

(EQ2.4) rj = dj-A/2 fori = 1, 2, 3 L 

The delta value, the bit rate, and either the minimum or maximum grey levels have to 

be transmitted so that the receiver can recreate the reconstruction levels. This has an 

insignificant effect on the final bit rate. 

2.2.2 Llovd-Max Optimum Quantizer 

The SOD values are very closely approximated by a Laplacian probability density 

function (pdl) [8], This is shown in Figures 2.5,2.6, and 2.7 for a subsample spacing of 8 

pixels. The obvious choice of quantizer for the SOD values is the Lloyd-Max Optimal 

Quantizer based upon the Laplacian pdf. The quantizer decision and reconstruction levels 

for a zero mean, unit variance Laplacian pdf are easily implemented as a look-up table. 
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The intent of the optimum quantizer is to quantize given data such that the mean 

square error (mse) is minimized. The proof for the Lloyd-Max Optimum Quantizer is given in 

several of the references, including Lim [1] and Jain [9]. These references also contain 

tabulated r  ̂and values for normalized Gaussian and Laplacian pdfs. 

The bit rate, SOD mean, and SOD variance have to be transmitted so that the 

receiver can recreate the reconstruction levels. The SOD mean is typically equal to zero and 

can be assumed as such to avoid transmitting it. Transmitting these values in addition to the 

code words have little effect on the overall bit rate. 

2.3 Bit Rates for RIDPCM 

IDPCM is performed on the entire image without recursions. Therefore, the average 

bit rate is 

(EQ 2.5) abpp = (1/N)2( BPPgsfN/K)2 + BPPd1 (N)2) 

= (1/K)2(BPPss + BPPd1(K)2). 

RIDPCM is performed recursively by doubling the size of the image in each 

dimension and interpolating in the new values. This is equivalent to increasing the size of the 

image by a factor of 4 (22) for each recursion. The overall effect is to increase the size of the 

image matrix by a factor of 4' times that of the subsample image matrix for each recursion i. 

This means that 3(N)2 [ 4 (N)2 - (N)2 ] new values are added to the matrix at each recursion, 

75% more pixels. Based on this, the average bit rate for RIDPCM is as follows: 
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(EQ 2.6) abpp = (1/N)2( BPPssfN/K)2 + 0.75 Ej 4' BPPdi (N/K)2) 
for 1 <. i <. log2(K), 

or, abpp = (1/K)2( BPPgs + 0.75 Ej 4' BPPdj) 
for 1 <. i < log2(K). 

If K=8, or 3 recursions, 

abpp = (1/K)2(BPPss + 3BPPd-| + 12BPPd2 + 48BPPd3). 

Since BPPd2 and BPPd3 are always less than or equal to BPPd-| for RIDPCM, the recursive 

method will always be more efficient on bit rate. For images that possess high pixel-to-pixel 

redundancy (uniform images), the last recursion step can be skipped with little visible 

degradation of the reconstructed image. This results in a substantial savings in the average 

bit rate since 75% of the pixels in an image are not quantized at all. 

2.4 Additional Algorithm Notes 

Since a bilinear interpolator is just a triangular weighting function, it is separable. 

This means that the number of interpolation computations can be reduced by performing 2 

one dimensional (1-D) convolutions instead of a two dimensional convolution with the mask 

shown in Figure 2.2a. The separable form of the bilinear kernel is shown in Figure 2.2b. 

Additional computation time can be saved by only applying the 1-D bilinear 

interpolator to the following pixel values: ones that will not produce a zero output and ones 

that are not solely dependent upon the center pixel of the convolution mask. For example, in 

Figure 2.3c and 2.3e, every other row and column are composed solely of zeros. The 1-D 
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filter could be applied to every other row for every zero pixel on that row. The zero pixel will 

be replaced by the mean of its in-row nearest neighbors. The rows of zeros are then 

replaced by applying the 1 -D filter to every column for every zero row. Depending upon the 

implementation, this interpolation method could reduce the computations by 50%. 

Interpolating the image up in size presents another problem along the right and 

bottom edges of the subsample and intermediate images where there is only one nearest 

neighbor to interpolate from. This problem was overcome by allowing the missing neighbors 

along these edges to be replaced by the mean grey level of the subsample and intermediate 

images. This method reduced the edge error better than allowing the convolution to wrap 

around to the other side of the image. 

Studies have shown [7] that a subsample spacing of 8 pixels yields a good trade-off 

between maintaining pixel-to-pixel correlation and reducing noise sensitivity. A subsample 

spacing of 16 has more noise immunity because the sample variance of the noise for the 

subimage is decreased by a factor of (number of subimage pixels)"1 [10], However, the 

correlation over sixteen pixels is much lower. The converse is true for K=4; the correlation is 

higher than for K=8, but the noise variance is increased substantially. 

2.5 Advantages 

RIDPCM offers many advantages over straight IDPCM. First, RIDPCM generates an 

error value at each recursion which allows it to track the image detail better. This will reduce 

the quantization error for the difference values because the variance and dynamic range of 

the error values will be substantially lower than for IDPCM. Lower error variance and dynamic 
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range also allows a lower bit rate to be used. Therefore, RIDPCM is capable of performing 

superior to IDPCM by producing a higher quality reconstructed image with a lower bit rate. 

RIDPCM is more complex than IDPCM, but the additional complexity is minor and 

lends itself well to parallel processing. Each subsample pixel can be considered a marker for 

a K by K subimage. Many of the operations, such as calculating difference values, quantizing 

difference values, and summing cospatial pixels, are isolated to subimage pixels and can be 

processed in parallel. 

2.6 Disadvantages 

Although RIDPCM tracks image detail better than IDPCM, it quantizes all SOD values 

the same. This means that uniform grey level regions are quantized at the same bit rate as 

high contrast edges or other high detail regions. Uniform grey level regions contain very little 

information and generally need only the first set of differences quantized. However, a 

detailed image region requires other SODs to be quantized in order to prevent severe 

blurring and noise. 

This leads to the next chapter, which describes the theory behind making RIDPCM 

adapt the quantization bit rates to the degree of the image detail. 



TABLE 2.1 Example of Equal Length, Natural Code Word Assignments 

n code word 

ro 000 

H 001 

T2 010 

T3 011 

T4 100 

T5 101 

T6 110 

7 111 
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(a) 1/4 1/2 1/4 

1/2 1 1/2 

1/4 1/2 1/4 

(b) 1/2 1/2 

Figure 2.2 Bilinear Kernels: a) 3x3 Convolution Mask, b) 1-D Separable Form 
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Figure 2.3 Two Dimensional Representation of RIDPCM 

(a) Original Image, 8x8, with a subsample spacing of 4 
(b) Quantized Subsample Image 
(c) Quantized Subsample Image doubled in size by inserting zeros and 

interpolating 
(d) Intermediate Image composed of Quantized Subsamples and the 

sum of the FSD and Interpolated Values 
(e) Intermediate Image doubled in size by inserting zeros and 

interpolating 
(f) Reconstructed Image composed of Quantized Subsamples, FSD 

Values, SSD Values, and Intermediate Interpolated Values 
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Figure 2.4 Histogram of Subsample Values of Lenna 
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Figure 2.5 Histogram Of First Set of Differences of Lenna 
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Figure 2.7 Histogram Of Third Set of Differences of Lenna 
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CHAPTER 3 

ADAPTIVE RIDPCM 

3.1 Theory of ARIDPCM 

The next logical step is to make RIDPCM adaptive. Before the data compression step 

begins, the original digital image is broken down into subimages according to the subsample 

spacing; each subsample pixel defines the upper left corner of a unique subimage. Features 

are extracted from each subimage and are presented to a neural network classifier. The 

classifier attaches a class label to each subimage, each of which defines the quantization bit 

rates for the SOD values within that subimage. The algorithm proceeds with the data 

compression in the same manner as RIDPCM, except each subimage is now quantized 

according to its level of activity, or detail. 

A block diagram of the Adaptive RIDPCM system is shown in Figure 3.1. The method 

is described as follows: (Note: Steps 4 through 8 for the transmitter are equivalent to steps 1 

through 5 of the RIDPCM transmitter, except for the class specific quantization of the SOD 

values. Step 2 of the receiver has been modified to use the class labels in order to 

reconstruct the SOD values. All other receiver steps are identical.) 

Transmitter 

1. The original image, l(m,n), of size N by N is divided into K by K unique 

subimages. 
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2. Subimage features are extracted from each subimage. For this paper, the 

subimage features were variance, entropy, and fractal dimension. 

3. The subimage features are presented to a trained neural network classifier. 

The classifier assigns class labels to each subimage. The class labels are 

coded (Cq) and transmitted. 

4. I(m,n) is subsampled by taking every Xth pixel on a line for every Kth line, 

where K is the subsample spacing. The subsample image is uniformly 

quantized in a reduced number of bits (BPPgs) and the code words (Css) are 

transmitted. 

5. The quantized subsample image (Qlgs) is interpolated up in size by a factor 

of 2 in each spatial dimension. This is accomplished by inserting zeros 

between the subsample pixels and interpolating the missing values with the 3 

by 3 bilinear interpolator convolution mask shown in Figure 2.2a. 

6. The interpolated values of the interpolated image are now subtracted from 

the cospatial values of l(m,n) to give the set of difference values (dj), where i 

is the recursion number: 1 <_i <Jog2(K). These SOD values are then 

quantized according to the bit rate defined by the class of the subimage from 

which the difference was derived. The quantizer code words (C^) are 

transmitted. 

7. The quantized difference values (Qdj) are then added to the interpolated 

image. The resulting image is interpolated up in size by a factor of 2 in each 

spatial dimension by the method described in step 5. 

8. Steps 6 and 7 are repeated until the interpolated image size is equal to the 

original image size, or i = log2(K). 
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Receiver 

1. The subsampie code words are received and decoded to form Qlgg. The 

quantized subsampie image is then interpolated up in size by a factor of 2 in 

each spatial dimension by the method described above to form ljn(. 

2. The quantized difference and class label code words are received and 

decoded to form Qdj. 

3. The quantized FSD values are summed with the interpolated values of the 

interpolated image. 

4. The sum is then interpolated up by a factor of 2 in each spatial dimension 

and the quantized SSD values are added to the interpolated values. 

5. Step 4 is repeated for the remaining SOD values until a N by N reconstructed 

image (lr) is formed. 

The adaptive aspect of ARIDPCM allows it to achieve higher image fidelity than 

RIDPCM at a lower bit rate. ARIDPCM increases the bit rate for high detail regions of the 

image and lowers it for low detail, or uniform grey level, regions. 

3.2 Subimaae Classification 

Subimage classification is accomplished in two steps. First, features are extracted 

form each subimage. These features can be derived from either the image space or the 

transform space, or both. Image space features were chosen for this implementation. 

Second, a neural network classifies each subimage according to its features. 
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3.2.1 Image Space Feature Extraction 

Image space features are those that are directly obtained from operations on pixel 

grey levels. When selecting image features, the goal is to define a set of features which 

reduce the dimensionality of the data to a computationally reasonable size while preserving 

the classifying information present in the data [11]. 

One study showed that features based on grey level statistics generally perform 

better for classification than those based on Fourier (transform) statistics [12]. These results 

are based upon the classification accuracy of terrain in aerial photographs. 

Four image space features that are considered in this paper are subimage mean, 

subimage variance, subimage entropy, and subimage fractal dimension. 

3.2.1.1 Subimage Mean 

The subimage mean is simply the sample mean of a subimage. For a K by K 

subimage, it is calculated by 

(EQ 3.1) m = (1/K)2 EjEj l(i,j), where 0 <. i,j <. K for each subimage. 

The maximum possible mean for any subimage is 255, which results from a uniform region of 

pure white. 



This feature was eventually eliminated because it is desirable to have image features 

that are somewhat independent of local image contrast. However, this feature needs to be 

calculated in order to obtain the subimage variance. 

3.2.1.2 Subimage Variance 

The subimage variance is simply the sample variance of a subimage. For a K by K 

subimage, it is calculated by 

(EQ 3.2) v = (1/K)2 E|T '"" " - m )2, where 0 <. i,j <. K for each subimage 
and m is the subimage mean. 

The subimage variance has proven itself to be the best of the given features for 

indicating subimage activity. It distinctly separates the high detail regions and high contrast 

edges apart from the low detail regions and low contrast edges. The maximum variance of 

any subimage is 16,256.25, which occurs when half of the subimage grey levels are 0 and 

half are 255. 

3.2.1.3 Subimage Entropy 

Subimage entropy is an indicator of the amount of information that a subimage 

contains. The subimage entropy is the theoretically minimum possible bit rate required to 

preserve all of the information in a subimage [1]. Since ARIDPCM is a non-information 

preserving coding technique, entropy will not be used exactly in this context. However, it 
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does serve as a important feature for separating edges from average and low detail regions. 

A non-ideal edge has a certain width associated with it that extends over a range of grey level 

values; therefore, an edge typically has a high entropy. Average and low detail regions 

typically have a noticeably lower entropy. 

In order to calculate subimage entropy, the probability density function of the 

subimage must be obtained. This is approximated by the normalized histogram of the 

subimage, p(i). Therefore, for a K by K subimage, entropy is calculated by 

(EQ 3.3) h = - Ej p(i) log2( p(i)), 

where i increments through all possible grey levels in the subimage. The maximum entropy 

for a 8 by 8 subimage is 8 (bpp) for an 8 bpp original image, which is achieved when all pixels 

in the subimage have equiprobable values. 

3.2.1.4 Subimage Fractal Dimension 

Fractal dimension was chosen as a subimage feature because it has been found to 

correlate nearly perfectly with the human perception of roughness [13]. Roughness is a 

texture analysis term that applies to the level of detail of a subimage. Fractal dimension is an 

indicator of image complexity which will distinguish high detail regions from low detail 

regions. More interestingly, the fractal dimension will distinguish high and low detail regions 

from edges. 

Although an edge can possess high variance and entropy, an edge is not a complex 

image feature. High detail regions can also possess high variance and entropy, but these 
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are complex image features. Fractal dimension distinguishes the two subimage types 

because it is a quantity based upon the continuity of an individual pixel value and its 

surrounding values. Variance and entropy are based upon the probability of appearance of 

an individual pixel value only [14]. 

The information that follows summarizes the description of fractal properties as found 

in Reference [15] by Peli. Some characteristics of fractals are that they are self-similar under 

all magnifications/scales and that a measured property of a fractal changes in a prescribed 

manner under these magnification/scale changes. For an image, the property could be 

surface area. Scale can be thought of as the size of the ruler that measures the property. 

The relationship between a measured property and fractal dimension, D, is given by 

(EQ 3.4) M(e) = K ed"D, 

where e = scale (=1,2,...), 
M(e) = value of the measured property at scale e, 
K = constant, and 
d = topological dimension plus one 

(= 3 for images, i.e. 2(space) plus 1 (greyscale)). 

The value of the measured property, M(2c), at half the resolution, scale = 2e, is given by 

(EQ 3.5) M(2e) = K (2e)3"D, 

and the ratio between the this scale and the previous scale is 

(EQ 3.6) M(2e)/M(e) = 23"0, 
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where the ratio is a function of the fractal dimension independent of the initial scale. 

Equation (3.6) can be rewritten as 

For images, the fractal dimension will be a number between 2 and 3. A fractal dimension of 2 

corresponds to a smooth, or flat, image whose measured property ratio is equal to 2 across 

the scale change. A ideally random grey level surface has ratio of 1 and a fractal dimension 

of 3. 

Peleg [16] developed the covering blanket method which estimates the fractal 

dimension of images. In the covering blanket method, the original subimage pixel values are 

bound between upper and lower surfaces. The surfaces are a function of the original 

subimage grey level values, but they are expanded away from the original surface to estimate 

surface area The upper surface, U(i,j,e), contains values that are greater than the previous 

scale's pixel values by at least one grey level. The lower surface, L(i,j,e), contains values that 

are less than the previous scale's pixel values by at least one grey level. The initial scale 

surfaces, e = 0, are set to the grey level values of the original subimage: 

where l(i,j) is a subimage of l(m,n) for 0 <. i,j <. K. The rules for determining the proceeding 

upper and lower surfaces are 

(EQ 3.7) D = 3 - log2( M(2e)/M(e)) = 3 - [ log2( M(2e)) - log2( M(e)) ]. 

(EQ 3.8) U(i,j,0) = L(i,j,0) = i(i,j), 

(EQ 3.9) U(i,j,E+1) = max[ U(i,j,e) + 1, neighborhood_maximum( U(i,j,e)) ] 

and 
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(EQ 3.10) L(i,j,e+1) = min[ L(i,j,e) -1, neighborhood_minimum( L(i,j,e)) ], 

where the neighborhood_maximum(.) and the neighborhood_minimum(.) functions take the 

maximum and minimum values of the 8-connected region around the pixel of interest. Figure 

3.2 shows a one dimensional representation of a subimage undergoing the blanket covering 

method. 

The result of the following derivation for estimating fractal dimension is similar in form 

to the one found in Reference [17], but the actual derivation and result were not found in any 

of the literature surveyed. This estimate essentially measures the change in the volume 

between the upper and lower surfaces over scale. From equation (3.4), 

where V(e) and V(e-1) are the volumes between the upper and lower surfaces at scales £ and 

e-1, respectively. In other words, 

(EQ 3.11b) 

(EQ 3.11a) V(e) = Ked"D and 

V(e-1) = K(e-1)d"D, 

(EQ 3.12) V(e) = SjEj (U(i,j,e) - L(i,j,e)), 

where 0 <. i,j < K for each subimage. From equation (3.11), 

(EQ 3.13) V(e)/V(e-1) = (e/(e-1))d-D. 

Taking the log of each side and rearranging the terms, the fractal dimension of a subimage is 

approximated by 
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(EQ 3.14) D a 3 - [ log( V(e)) - log( V(e-1))] / [ log(e) - log(e-1) ]. 

This says that the fractal dimension is estimated by the slope of the line formed by the log of 

the volume and the log of the scale. The volume can be determined over several scales and 

least squares techniques can approximate a straight line to fit the data. The slope of this line, 

subtracted from 3, would be the estimated fractal dimension. 

3.2.2 Neural Network Classifier 

3.2.2.1 Neural Network Overview 

An artificial neural network is a model which simulates the function of the human 

neurological system. It is composed of multiple layers of processing elements (PEs), or 

nodes, which are interconnected from layer to layer by weighted links. Figure 3.3 shows a 

simple PE which receives N inputs and weighs each input. The sum of the weighted inputs is 

offset by a node threshold, 0, and is passed through a non-linearity. The type of non-linearity 

used in this paper is the sigmoidal activation function, shown in Figure 3.4. 

Figure 3.5 shows the configuration of a semilinear feedforward net, or perceptron 

[18], The network can have multiple hidden layers, which enhance its decision making 

capabilities. Figure 3.6 shows how the number of layers in the network affect the shape of 

the decision regions [19]. A single layer perceptron can only form half-plane decision 

regions, which are similar to those produced by the simplest Gaussian maximum likelihood 

classifier. Adding one hidden layer adds an ANDing operation which takes the intersection of 
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two half plane regions to form a convex region. Adding a second hidden layer adds an 

ORing operation that allows complex decision regions to be formed. This final configuration 

is the three layer perceptron which should be sufficient to classify any input data, assuming 

the number of PEs is sufficient for each layer. On this point, there is very little guidance in the 

literature on selecting an appropriate number of nodes per layer. It is essentially based upon 

trial and error. 

The back propagation of error algorithm developed by Rumelhart, Hinton, and 

Williams [20] makes training feedforward nets easier. The back propagation algorithm, or 

generalized delta rule, uses the gradient descent method to minimize the error between the 

target (expected) output and the actual output of the net. The output of the net is generated 

by applying inputs with known target outputs and the error is used to update the weights of 

the network. The inputs are applied again and the process repeats until the system error is 

reduced to an acceptable level. 

The full derivation of the generalized delta rule is available in References [18] and 

[20]. The information that follows summarizes some of the equations and the results. Let Ep 

be the calculated error after the presentation of one input pattern. Ep is defined as 

(EQ 3.15) Ep = (1/2)Ek(tpk-Op k)2, 

where tpk is the target output for node k, Opk is the output for node k, and p is the specific 

pattern applied to the network. The average system error is then 

(EQ 3.16) E = (1/2P) EpEk (tpk - opk)2 = (1/P) Ep Ep, 



where P is the number of input patterns. Assuming the sigmoidai activation function is used, 

the delta functions and delta weights are given by 

(EQ 3.18b) 

(EQ 3.18a) 

(EQ 3.17b) 

(EQ 3.17a) - (lk" °k) °k 0 - °k) • 

5j = Oj (1 - op SpfcWfcj, 

Awkj = v 8k Oj, 

AWjj = i? 8j Oj, for the input layer. 

for the output layer, and 

The term rj is called the learning rate. It determines how fast the values of the weights will be 

allowed to change. 

3.2.2.2 Neural Network Training 

Before the training procedure is started, the network weights should be initialized 

with a set of randomly selected small weights. If all of the weights start at the same value and 

the solution requires weights of different values, the system will never learn [20]. It is also 

standard procedure to set the desired target output to 0.9 for 'high' and 0.1 for a "low*. Using 

a 1 or a 0 for target values can cause network instability and the error will not be reduced 

sufficiently. 

In determining the changes to be made to the network weights, w  ̂it is good to 

calculate Awjj for each input pattern and sum the total changes to be made [18], In other 

words, let 

(EQ 3.19) 
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and change Wjj by Wjj + Awjj. One of the training set patterns is presented and an output is 

generated in a forward pass. The error is calculated by equation (3.15) and the error is 

propagated backwards through the net according to equation (3.18). This process is 

repeated for all input training patterns to obtain the delta weights from equation (3.19). One 

application of all of the training patterns is called one presentation. After a presentation, the 

weights are modified and the forward procedure begins again. The error after each 

presentation is tracked until the magnitude of the error is acceptable and the network has 

learned sufficiently. 

When training in this manner, a local minima is often encountered. Increasing the 

learning rate will generally allowing the algorithm to pass the local minima, but it could cause 

excess oscillating that will prevent the network from stabilizing. Equation (3.18) can be 

modified to incorporate a momentum term a. The delta weight equation is now 

(EQ 3.20) AWjj(n) = 7/ 8j Oj + a AWjj(n-1), 

where n is the current presentation and n-1 is the previous presentation. This applies to all 

weights within the network and the delta weights now have to be initialized to zero for the first 

presentation. The momentum term forces the weights to change similarly to the way they 

changed on the previous iteration. Momentum helps to smooth the perturbations caused by 

a high learning rate while enabling the network to get past local minima. 

In some instances, the network gets stuck on a local minima regardless of the 

learning rate and momentum. Restarting the training procedure with new random weights 

and shuffling the training samples at each presentation are suggested [19]. 
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3.3 Bit Rates for ARIDPCM 

The bit rate equation for ARIDPCM is similar to that of RIDPCM, except the 

quantization levels for the set of difference values vary from subimage-to-subimage 

according to their assigned classes. The average bit rate is 

(EQ 3.21) abpp = (1/N)2( BPPSS(N/K)2 + 0.75 EJ 4' BPPDI (N/K)2) 
for 1 <. i < log2(K), 

or, abpp = (1/K)2( BPPSS + 0.75 Ej 4' BPPdi) 
for 1 <. i < log2(K), 

where 

(EQ 3.22) BPPdi = ̂ c BPPC|j p(c) for all classes c. 

BPPC j is the bit rate for class c on recursion (SOD) i and p(c) is the probability of class c 

occurring, which is obtained from the class distribution map (see Figure 4.7b). ARIDPCM can 

achieve lower average bit rates than RIDPCM by letting BPPC j be high for high detail regions 

and low for uniform regions. To preserve the information in high detail regions, RIDPCM must 

use a high bit rate for all regions. 

3.4 Additional Algorithm Notes 

To test the fractal dimension algorithm, I created a small test image that contained 

uniform and random subimages. Several iterations, or scale changes, were tested and e = 5 
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was selected. It gave a fractal dimension of D = 2.0 for the uniform grey level subimages and 

D > 2.8 for the random greytevel subimages. 

Although it was not stated in the literature that I surveyed, I found that normalizing the 

extracted subimage feature values by there maximum allowed values helped to stabilize the 

network and reduced the number of iterations required for the solution to converge. This 

applies to all of my features except for fractal dimension. For this feature, I removed the 

topographical dimension (d=3) such that 0 < D <1. 

The literature suggested initializing the network weights to a value between -0.5 and 

+0.5 [18], I found that the system error for initial presentations was reduced better by using 

weights between -0.99 and 0.99. 

3.5 Advantages 

ARIDPCM offers significant improvement over RIDPCM. The high detail regions and 

high contrast edges will be preserved much better since these classes are assigned higher 

bit rates than other classes. Conversely, the bit rate for the low detail regions and soft 

contrast edges can be lowered beyond that of RIDPCM since they are quantized separately 

from the other classes of image regions. 

ARIDPCM, like RIDPCM, lends itself well to parallel processing. The entire feature 

extraction and subimage classification process can be implemented as such. This helps 

offset the additional complexity added by making the routine adaptive. Also, the neural 

network could be trained with a sample of the same types of images if the coding technique 

is to be used for a specific task. For example, a broad range of satellite images could be 
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compressed using a network trained with a small but representative sample of satellite 

images. 

3.6 Disadvantages 

ARIDPCM requires that the subimage classification codes be transmitted along with 

the subsample and SOD codes. However, this adds only 0.006 bpp to the overall bit rate for 

a 512 by 512,8 bpp original image. 

The calculation of fractal dimension is computationally intensive. Even in a parallel 

processing implementation, ARIDPCM will be slower than RIDPCM. When the algorithms 

were executed serially on SUN Sparc 1 workstations, the approximate execution times were 

10 seconds for RIDPCM and 40 seconds for ARIDPCM, a factor of 4 to 1. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SIMULATION RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS 

The ARIDPCM and RIDPCM algorithms were designed and implemented in the ANSI 

C programming language. They were developed and tested on an 486i IBM compatible, 

while all of the final simulations were performed on a Sun SPARC 1 workstation. 

4.1 Neural Network Training Results 

The neural network was verified using the standard Parity-3 problem. For Parity-3, 

the network is presented 8 combinations of three inputs with known target outputs. This data 

is shown in Table 4.1. The network is expected to produce a "high" output if the number of 

"high" inputs is even, and a "low" output if the number of "high" inputs is odd. The network 

configuration was: 3 inputs, 3 nodes in one hidden layer, and 1 output node. The learning 

rate was 0.7 and the momentum was 0.9. With a total of four PEs, the normalized system 

error was reduce to less than 1x10"6 after 807 presentations of the training data. This is 

shown in the Parity-3 learning curve of Figure 4.1. A local minima was encountered but was 

eventually overcome. 

This configuration for the Parity 3 network was chosen for comparison reasons. Pao 

[18] programmed a network in an identical manner, but his algorithm converged to the same 

error after 1,384 presentations. After several training sessions, my network converged in 
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anywhere from 400 to 2,000 presentations. This is a function of the particular random 

weights with which the network is initialized. 

The image of Lenna, Figure 4.2a, was chosen for the simulation tests for several 

reasons. First, Lenna has become a standard image for testing image compression 

algorithms. Many people are familiar with the difficulties of compressing the high detail 

regions of Lenna, such as the eyes and the feather. The image also contains many high 

contrast edges (around the shoulder and hat) and uniform regions (the background and 

skin). Second, Lenna is a fairly high contrast image as seen in its histogram, Figure 4.3. 

A subimage map was created for Lenna as shown in Figure 4.2b. This map was 

used to select the training samples for the network. The training samples were chosen to 

according to 8 subimage class labels. The class labels and an example of each is shown in 

Table 4.2. Each class label was assigned its own bit rate for the subsample and SOD values. 

These bit rates were varied for each ARIDPCM experiment as will be shown in section 4.2.2. 

The ARIDPCM neural network classifier was first trained with the 38 training samples 

shown in Figure 4.4a. After several days of experimenting with network configurations, the 

following network was chosen: 3 inputs, 6 nodes in the first hidden layer, 12 nodes in the 

second hidden layer, and 8 output nodes. The 3 inputs were the normalized subimage 

variance, the normalized subimage entropy, and the normalized subimage fractal dimension. 

Each network output corresponded to a subimage class. This network configuration 

provided a good compromise between training speed and rate of convergence with a 

learning rate of 0.55 and a momentum of 0.9. With a total of 26 PEs, the normalized system 

error was reduce to less than 5x10"5 after 4,127 presentations of the training data. Figure 

4.5a shows the learning curve for the 38 samples of training data, and Figure 4.6 shows the 

class label map and class distribution for the entire image. 
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The ARIDPCM neural network classifier was then retrained with the 113 training 

samples shown in Figure 4.4b. This was done to see how much the classification would 

improve with a larger training set. It has been shown that the discriminant generated by the 

network, with a 'sufficiently large sample size", approaches the Bayesian optimal discriminant 

[21]. A necessary and sufficient sample size was not defined in any of the literature reviewed; 

however, given the respectable performance of 38 samples, 113 training samples added 

notable improvement to the classification without making the training process excessively 

tedious. After much experimentation, the same network configuration as above proved to be 

the best choice. However, due to excessive perturbations in the learning curve, the learning 

rate and momentum had to be lowered to 0.45 and 0.7, respectively. A normalized system 

error less than 6x10"4 was achieved after 5,000 presentations of the training data. The 

learning rate curve is shown in Figure 4.5b. The subsequent class label map and class 

distribution are shown in Figure 4.7. This classification is better than the previous since more 

of the subimages that appear to have no detail (class H) are now classified correctly. 

4.2 ARIDPCM and RIDPCM Performance Comparisons 

The ARIDPCM algorithm with the neural network trained using the 113 Lenna 

samples was applied to the Lenna image as well as to the Moon and Rural images. The latter 

images were used to see if the specifically trained network could be applied to general 

images. This experiment was reasonably successful, as will be shown later in this discussion. 

In all cases, an additional simulation was performed using RIDPCM with corresponding 

subsample and sum of differences quantization bit rates. These bit rates will be abbreviated 

as defined below in order to shorten the captions for the figure: 
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(EQ 4.1) BPPss/BPPdi/BPPda/BPPda, 

where BPPgg is the bit rate for the subsamples, BPP,ji is the approximate bit rate for the first 

set of differences, BPP  ̂is the approximate bit rate for the second set of differences, and 

BPPd3is the approximate bit rate for the third set of differences. Each image compressed 

with ARIDPCM will also have the same notation to describe the bit rate assignments for each 

class. These assignments will be shown beside the ARIDPCM images. 

4.2.1 Comparison Method 

In order to form a basis for comparison, the subsample and SOD bit rates for 

ARIDPCM had to be chosen comparable to those obtainable with RIDPCM. Since RIDPCM 

quantizes all subimages the same, these bit rates had to be integer values. This restriction 

does not apply to ARIDPCM at the subsample and SOD level since each class has its own bit 

rate; however, this guideline was followed so that the two methods could be compared. The 

results indicate that ARIDPCM can utilize lower, non-integer subsample and SOD bit rates to 

achieve higher quality images than RIDPCM. 

To form the comparison images, the ARIDPCM set of differences bit rates had to be 

tuned. This was accomplished by setting the bit rates for each subimage class according to 

the following rules: 

1. SOD bit rates were chosen such that they are non-increasing for each 

recursion: 
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(EQ 4.2) BPPdi >. BPP,j2 >. BPPd3 for each subimage class. 

This applies to RIDPCM for the image as a whole. 

2. Bit rates were assigned to each class according to its level of detail. High 

contrast edges (A) and high detail regions (0, E) had bit rates greater than or 

equal to the medium contrast edges (B) and medium detail regions (F). The 

low contrast edges (C) had the lowest bit rates of the "edge" classes, and the 

low detail regions (G, H) had the lowest bit rates of the "detail" classes. 

3. The class bit rates for each recursion (SOD) are determined from equation 

(3.22) such that BPP<jj is comparable to the desired value. The choice is a 

function of the class distribution for a particular image. A low bit rate for a 

high probability class decreases the overall bit rate of the image over that of 

RIDPCM. 

From Figure 4.7b, the SOD values for classes A, D, and E can be quantized at a 

relatively high bit rate since the probability of these classes occurring is relatively low. High 

bit rates are required in these regions since they are the most sensitive to interpolation error, 

which translates to blurring for a human observer. Classes C, G, and H are the least sensitive 

to interpolation error and can have low bit rates. The probability of these classes occurring is 

relatively high. 
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4.2.2 Test Results 

The average bit rates shown in the photographs that follow represent the cost of 

compressing the image data only. An additional cost is associated with each method that 

represents the coding parameters that must be transmitted (stored) along with the image 

data. The coding parameters tell the receiver how to reconstruct the data correctly. The 

coding parameters for RIDPCM are as follows: 

a. Quantized Subsamples: minimum grey level, bit rate, and quantizer delta value 

b. SODs: bit rate, SOD mean, and SOD variance. 

These parameters add approximately 0.0011 bpp to the stated RIDPCM bit rates. The 

ARIDPCM coding parameters are as follows: 

a. Quantized Subsamples: minimum grey level, bit rate, and quantizer delta value 

b. SODs: SOD mean and SOD variance 

c. Subimages: class labels and class label bit rates. 

If the class label for each subimage is transmitted with 3 bits, these parameters would add 

approximately 0.0475 bpp to the stated ARIDPCM bit rates. Special coding techniques, such 

as Huffman coding, could be used on the subimage class labels to substantially reduce this 

cost. 

Figure 4.8 shows Lenna quantized at 6/4/4/4. This scenario was run for two reasons. 

First, both ARIDPCM and RIDPCM are capable of producing visually exact replicas of the 

original image at half of the bit rate, 4 bpp. Second, the RIDPCM algorithm was written first 

and it was latter modified for ARIDPCM. Therefore, with BPP<jj set equivalent for all subimage 

classes, ARIDPCM should produce the exact same image as RIDPCM. The image statistics 

show this to be true. 
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The average bit rate was lowered to approximately 2 bpp (6/3/2/2), and the images 

shown in Figure 4.9 resulted. ARIDPCM performed slightly better on all image statistics while 

delivering a noticeably sharper image. The superior detail of the feather and eyes are 

especially noticeable, since the bit rates for these regions are 6/4/4/4 (class D). 

The average bit rate was lowered by another 0.5 bpp (6/3/2/1, Figure 4.10), where 

ARIDPCM once again performed better. The average bit rate for the adaptive method was 

not tuned to the same value as RIDPCM, but it is close enough for a comparison. Once 

again, the feather and eyes are significantly sharper for the adaptive method where the bit 

rates are 6/4/3/2. 

In image data compression, it is desirable to reduce average bit rates to below 1 bpp. 

In ARIDPCM and RIDPCM, this is accomplished by not quantizing the third set of differences 

and relying upon the interpolation process to maintain image quality. Figure 4.11 shows 

Lenna quantized at approximately 0.6 bpp (6/3/2/0). Both images have suffered a significant 

loss of quality; however, ARIDPCM still has better resolution in the detailed regions of the 

feather, eyes, and hat texture. It is also interesting to note that the contrast around the nostril 

opening is preserved much better with the adaptive method. Since the results of training the 

network with 38 subimage samples was discussed previously, Figure 4.11c was included to 

show the performance of 38 samples on the compression process. At the 6/3/2/0 bit rate, the 

38 sample network yielded an image with slightly worse edge performance than the 113 

sample network. However, the detailed regions of the feather and eyes are similar. Most 

importantly, the 38 sample network performed superior to the standard RIDPCM method. 

As with most adaptive image processes, blocking effect begins to take effect when 

too much of a change occurs between adjacent subimages or bit rates are reduced too 

much. Figure 4.11 a shows the slight blocking effect becoming noticeable around the 

shoulder edge. Figure 4.12 was included to show what happens when the adaptive process 
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is really misused. The bit rate was set at 6/1/1/1 intentionally to show how severe the 

blocking effect and speckle noise could get. The detail of the feather is much better than for 

RIDPCM, but the latter may be considered more pleasant to view, despite the blur from 

undersampling. This is also a good example of the inadequacy of objective image fidelity 

measures. The ARIDPCM method is superior in all measures, but it is not necessarily 

superior for human observers. 

The Moon image of Figure 4.13 is a relatively low contrast image as indicated by its 

histogram, Figure 4.14. Using the same network trained with the 113 Lenna samples, the 

classifier produced the class map and class distribution shown in Figure 4.15. This 

distribution is expected since the Moon image contains very few edges and details. Also 

many of the details are smaller than a subimage in size. 

Both image compression algorithms perform well on Moon as shown in Figures 4.16 

and 4.17. ARIDPCM handled the image details better, especially those inside the large crater 

and around the left half of the image. Figure 4.17 is especially good considering the bit rate 

is below 0.25 bpp. 

Finally, the Rural image of Figure 4.18 is an extremely difficult image to compress. 

There exists a sharp spike in the histogram (Figure 4.19) at approximately grey level 90. The 

image has lower contrast than the Moon image, but possesses numerous small, high detail 

regions that are evident in the class label map and class distribution, Figure 4.20. Despite 

this, both algorithms performed well at moderate bit rates. The ARIDPCM image of Figure 

4.21 is visually slightly better than the RIDPCM image. Also, ARIDPCM accomplished this 

with a 0.33 abpp less. 



Table 4.1 Parity-3 Training Data 

Input Target 

0 0 0 0.9 

0 0 1 0.1 

0 1 0 0.1 

0 1 1 0.9 

1 0 0 0.1 

1 0 1 0.9 

1 1 0 0.9 

1 1 1 0.1 

1 

0.1 

0.01 

0.001 

0.0001 

0.00001 

0.000001 

Number of Presentations 

Figure 4.1 Parity-3 Learning Curve 



Figure 4.2 (a) Original Lenna Image and (b) Subimage Map 
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Figure 4.3 Histogram of Lenna 
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Table 4.2 ARIDPCM Subimage Class Labels 

Class Label Class Description Example from Lenna 

A High Contrast Edge shoulder to hair 

B Medium Contrast Edge left support to background 

C Low Contrast Edge right support to background 

D Very High Detail Region eyes and feather 

E High Detail Region hair and lips 

F Medium Detail Region texture of hat 

G Low Detail Region cheek and forehead 

H Very low Detail Region background 
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(a) 38 samples 

(b) 113 samples 

Figure 4.4 Training Data for Lenna 
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Figure 4.5 Learning Curve for Lenna 
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Figure 4.6 (a) Class Label Map and (b) Distribution - 38 samples 
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Figure 4.7 (a) Class Label Map and (b) Distribution -113 samples 
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(a) ARIDPCM 
nmse 
SNR 
abpp: 

R: 

class label 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 

0.0117% 
39.30 dB 
4.031 
1.9845 

bit rates 
6/4/4/4 
6/4/4/4 
6/4/4/4 
6/4/4/4 
6/4/4/4 
6/4/4/4 
6/4/4/4 
6/4/4/4 

(b) RIDPCM 
nmse = 
SNR = 
abpp = 

R = 

0.0117% 
39.30 dB 
4.031 
1.9845 

Figure 4.8 Approximate Quantization Bit Rates for Lenna: 6/4/4/4 



(a) ARIDPCM 
nmse 
SNR 
abpp 

R 

class label 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 

0.0635 % 
31.97 dB 
1.991 bpp 
4.0178 

bit rates 
6/4/3/3 
6/4/3/2 
6/3/2/1 
6/4/4/4 
6/4/2/2 
6/3/2/2 
6/2/1/1 
6/2/1/1 

(b) RIPPCM 
nmse = 
SNR = 
abpp = 

R = 

0.0954 % 
30.20 dB 
2.109 bpp 
3.7926 

Figure 4.9 Approximate Quantization Bit Rates for Lenna: 6/3/2/2 
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(a) ARIDPCM 
nmse 
SNR 
abpp 

R 

class label 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 

0.1093% 
29.61 dB 
1.425 bpp 
5.6147 

bit rates 
6/4/3/3 
6/4/2/1 
6/2/2/0 
6/4/3/2 
6/4/2/1 
6/3/2/1 
6/2/2/1 
6/2/1/1 

(b) RIDPCM 
nmse = 
SNR = 
abpp = 

R = 

0.1700% 
27.70 dB 
1.359 bpp 
5.8851 

Figure 4.10 Approximate Quantization Bit Rates for Lenna: 6/3/2/1 
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(a) ARIDPCM 
nmse 
SNR • 
abpp • 

R ! 

class label 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 

0.2027 % 
26.93 dB 
0.6156 bpp 
12.996 

bit rates 
6/4/3/0 
6/4/2/0 
6/2/1/0 
6/4/3/0 
6/4/2/0 
6/3/2/0 
6/2/2/0 
6/2/2/0 

(b) RIDPCM 
nmse = 
SNR = 
abpp = 

R = 

0.2343 % 
26.30 dB 
0.6094 bpp 
13.128 

Figure 4.11 Approximate Quantization Bit Rates for Lenna: 6/3/2/0 



(c) ARIDPCM -
38 sample network 

nmse= 0.2108% 
SNR = 26.76 dB 
abpp = 0.6000 bpp 

R = 13.343 

class label bit rates 
A 6/4/3/0 
B 6/4/2/0 
C 6/2/1/0 
D 6/4/3/0 
E 6/4/2/0 
F 6/3/2/0 
G 6/2/2/0 
H 6/2/2/0 

Figure 4.11c Approximate Quantization Bit Rates for Lenna: 6/3/2/0- 38 Sample Network 



(a) ARIDPCM 
rimse > 
SNR; 
abpp • 

R i 

class label 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 

0.2875 % 
25.41 dB 
1.027 bpp 
7.7906 

bit rates 
6/2/2/2 
6/1/1/1 
6/0/0/0 
6/2/2/2 
6/2/2/2 
6/1/1/1 
6/1/1/1 
6/1/0/0 

(b) RIDPCM 
nmse = 
SNR = 
abpp = 

R = 

0.4327 % 
23.59 dB 
1.078 bpp 
7.4203 

Figure 4.12 Approximate Quantization Bit Rates for Lenna: 6/1/1/1 



Figure 4.13 Original Moon Image 
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Figure 4.14 Histogram of Moon 
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Figure 4.15 (a) Class Label Map and (b) Distribution for Moon 
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(a) ARIDPCM 

nmse = 0.2336 % 
SNR = 26.32 dB 
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class label bit rates 
A no members 
B 6/4/4/0 
C 6/4/1/0 
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F 6/3/3/0 
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H 6/2/1/0 

(b) RIDPCM 
nmse = 0.2195% 
SNR = 26.59 dB 
abpp = 0.6094 bpp 

R = 13.13 

Figure 4.16 Approximate Quantization Bit Rates for Moon: 6/3/2/0 
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(a) ARIDPCM 
nmse= 0.4013% 
SNR = 23.97 dB 
abpp = 0.2380 bpp 

R = 33.61 

class label bit rates 
A no members 
B 6/4/0/0 
C 6/4/0/0 
D no members 
E 6/4/0/0 
F 6/3/0/0 
G 6/3/0/0 
H 6/2/0/0 

(b) RIDPCM 
nmse = 0.4087 % 
SNR = 23.89 dB 

abpp = 0.2344 bpp 
R = 34.13 

Figure 4.17 Approximate Quantization Bit Rates for Moon: 6/3/0/0 



Figure 4.18 Original Rural Image 
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Figure 4.19 Histogram of Rural 
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Figure 4.20 (a) Class Label Map and (b) Distribution for Rural 



(a) ARIDPCM 
6/4/3/1.75 

nmse= 0.1189% 
SNR = 29.25 dB 
abpp= 2.192 bpp 

R = 3.6497 

class label 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 

bit rates 
6/4/3/3 
6/4/2/0 
6/4/2/0 
6/4/4/3 
6/4/4/2 
6/4/2/1 
6/4/2/1 
6/4/2/0 

(b) RIDPCM 
6/4/2/2 

nmse= 0.1115% 
SNR = 
abpp = 

R = 

29.53 dB 
2.531 bpp 
3.1605 

Figure 4.21 Comparison of ARIDPCM and RIDPCM on Rural 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This thesis reviewed the fundamentals of digital image data compression, image 

feature extraction, and neural network classification. A class of DPCM data compression 

methods were presented and the details of their capabilities were discussed. 

The feasibility of an adaptive image data compression algorithm using a neural 

network for subimage activity classification was demonstrated. This new technique uses 

subimage feature information as a means of determining the complexity, or 'busyness", of 

small segments of a digital image. The variance, entropy, and fractal dimension formed a 

feature space from which a neural network could learn to discriminate these levels of 

complexity. By integrating these concepts into a RIDPCM algorithm, an adaptive RIDPCM 

algorithm was formed which could extract, classify, and uniquely quantize specific regions 

within an image. The thesis has shown that ARIDPCM performs better than its predecessors 

(PCM, DPCM, IDPCM, and RIDPCM) by producing a visually and numerically higher quality 

image with a lower average bit rate. 

The success of ARIDPCM on the Moon and Rural images with the network trained 

only for Lenna suggests that the algorithm could be trained for a general class of images and 

perform well. Lenna was only one portrait with image details that may be more or less difficult 

to compress with respect to other portraits. This network could be trained from a sample of 

portraits and be expected to perform well when applied to others. 
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A feature space was used which allowed for accurate classification of the image 

regions according to the eight subimage classes of Table 4.2. Subimage variance 

distinguished the high detail and high contrast edges from the more uniform regions and 

softer edges. Subimage entropy separated the edge regions from the medium and low detail 

classes. Subimage fractal dimension separated the detail classes from the edge classes. 

Despite the success of the adaptive routine, subimage variance, entropy, and fractal 

dimension are not independent statistics and do not form an optimal feature set. Other 

image features should be researched for use in the ARIDPCM application. A suggested area 

to begin this research is in the use of texture features for image classification. Fractal 

dimension is just one example of a texture feature that correlates well with the human 

perception of image detail. 
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